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Abstract. Effects of local variations in the deformation microstructure on subsequent recrystallization are discussed and illustrated by three examples. The three examples consider local variations on different length scales and are:
1. Effects of local variations in the deformation microstructure on the formation of protrusions on migrating boundaries.
2. Effects of an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of second phase particles on growth.
3. Effects of stored energy and orientation variations on recrystallization kinetics.

Introduction
Recrystallization is often described by overall sample averaged relations. Examples are JMAK description of recrystallization kinetics [1-3] and the use of the equation

\[ v = M \cdot F \]  

(1)
to describe the average boundary migration velocity based on sample averaged measurements of stored energy F by e.g. calorimetry and generalized assumptions for the mobility M [e.g. 4]. It is, however, clear that local variations on various length scales are very important for recrystallization. This has been considered extensively for nucleation of recrystallization. It is thus well accepted that potential nucleation sites differ from the surrounding matrix in orientation and/or local stored energy. Classic examples are nucleation at triple junctions [5] and grain boundaries [6], particle stimulated nucleation [7-9] and nucleation at deformation induced “inhomogeneities” such as transition bands [10]. Less work has been devoted to investigations of effects on local structural variations on grain boundary migration during recrystallization and on recrystallization kinetics which are the focal points of this paper.

Effects of local variations in the deformed microstructure
During the last 25 years detailed investigations of deformation microstructures by advanced experimental techniques have led to a paradigm shift in the way these structures are characterized and analyzed [11]. Now it is well accepted that the structural evolution in both polycrystals and single crystals can be described as a structural subdivision by dislocations and high angle dislocation boundaries forming hierarchical structures on a finer and finer scale as the strain is increased [11-15]. This subdivision leading to variations in the local orientations and stored energies on the micrometer or even sub micrometer scale is of utmost importance for growth during recrystallization. A grain will typically experience large variations in
misorientation to the deformed matrix along its grain boundary and these misorientation relationships will change in both space and time while the grain is growing [16, 17]. It is therefore often observed that the shapes of the recrystallizing grains in partly recrystallized samples are quite complex and far away from simple spherical or ellipsoidal shapes. Besides this, locally there are often protrusions and retrusions on the boundaries between recrystallizing grains and the deformed matrix, which reflects the local variations in the deformed microstructure.

Sometimes small ~ 1 µm sized pro-/retrusions are observed as ripples on the boundaries but more often larger pro-/retrusions are observed with sizes in the order of tens of micrometers. Generally the shapes of the larger protrusions may be classified into two types: sawtooth shaped and rounded. Two particularly clear examples are shown as sketches in Fig 1. In the case of sawtooth protrusions, it is clear that one of the straight sides runs along an extended dislocation boundary (see Fig 1a). It thus appears that the recrystallizing grain resists growing across this boundary which is a boundary with a significantly higher misorientation angle than a typical cell boundary. In that case the recrystallization boundary may preferentially migrate along the pinning dislocation boundary and therefore into volume elements of the deformed matrix with largely similar orientations as indicated by the arrows in Fig 1a. It is clear that not all dislocation boundaries have this effect. It appears that mostly extended dislocation boundaries with medium to high angle misorientations, which subdivide the original grain into different domains, give rise to the formation of sawtooth protrusions and thus to preferential migration along the dislocation boundaries rather than across them. However further studies are needed to clarify possible angular dependencies.

Fig 1. Sketches of protrusions on recrystallization boundaries in 4N pure Al (cr 50% and annealed at 250°C for 10min. a) Sketch based on ECC image showing sawtooth shaped protrusion. The fat lines in the deformation microstructure represent extended dislocation boundaries across which a significant contrast variation is observed. The arrows indicate the expected direction of boundary migration. b) Sketch based on a TEM image showing rounded protrusions.

More rounded protrusions are also observed (see Fig 1b), and in many samples they are more frequent than the sawtooth ones. The rounded shape could be a consequence of either more complex (turbulent) or more simple deformation microstructures, e.g. cell structures. Important parameters determining the formation and shape of the protrusions may be the strain and the initial orientation of the grain which is known to determine the “pattern” of subdivision [18]. Misorientation relationships between the growing grain and the various elements in the deformed matrix may also play a role. The rounded shape of many of the protrusions could also be a consequence of the migration itself; because even in the sawtooth case, the recrystallization
boundary will of course eventually migrate across the pinning dislocation boundary (if the pinning dislocation boundary is not eliminated by growth of another sawtooth protrusion), and the shape of the whole protrusion will appear more rounded.

Retrusions are often a mirror image of the protrusions and in the cases where a boundary is rough with many pro-/retrusions it is hard to define the “neutral” boundary line. However, it appears that some retrusions may be more narrow and sharp than protrusions, which is also predicted by phase field simulations [19], and experimentally larger local curvatures are on average observed at the tip of retrusions than of protrusions [20, 21].

It is clear that the subdivision of the deformation microstructure strongly affects the boundary migration during recrystallization and the formation of pro-/retrusions. According to equation [1], large values for M and F will lead to fast migration. High angle dislocation boundaries in the deformed microstructure represent local volumes with high stored energy (F) and one should thus expect a fast migration along these boundaries. This may give rise to the ripples sometimes observed. The larger sawtooth shaped protrusions may however to a large extent be determined by differences in mobility for different segments of the recrystallization boundary meeting deformation microstructures of somewhat different orientations due to the subdivision by medium to high angle dislocation boundaries. Further in-situ or ex-situ experiments are needed to clarify this. Also more focus should be on the 3D shape of the pro-/retrusions, which is needed for a proper characterization and understanding of this effect of local variations in the deformed microstructure on grain boundary migration.

Effects of an inhomogeneous distribution of second phase particles

It has long been recognized that second-phase particles have significant effects on recrystallization: large particles stimulate nucleation [7-9] and small particles inhibit boundary migration by Zener pinning [22, 23]. Concerning the effect of the large particles some of the more recent work [9] has revealed that the deformation zones around even spherical large second phase particles are inhomogeneously shaped. It was shown that the zones are related not only to particle shape but also the grain orientation. The zones are further influenced by nearby particles [9]. This will clearly affect the nucleation.

If large and small second phase particles are inhomogeneously distributed within the original grains, this will affect not only nucleation but also growth. This was studied by serial sectioning of a material which contained large particles mostly distributed along original grain boundaries as well as round and rod shaped dispersoids inhomogeneously clustered in different zones within the original grains (see Fig 2a). The microstructures in each section were characterized by ECC to identify particles and recrystallizing grains and EBSP to determine the orientations of the grains (see Fig 2b). It was confirmed that the clusters of the large particles are very powerful nucleation sites [24]. Already after a short period of growth, a large size variation of the recrystallizing grains was observed. At this early stage of recrystallization, the size difference does not relate only to the orientations of the grains but is to a large extent determined by the inhomogeneous distribution of the dispersoids. For example, grains within zones with small round dispersoids (C in Fig 2a) are on average smaller than those in particle-free zones (A in Fig 2a). This is expected due to pinning effects. However, more surprisingly recrystallizing grains within zones with rod shaped dispersoids are observed to be larger than those in particle-free zones. This has been related to the spatial distribution of the three types of zones (A, B, C in Fig 2a). For a further discussion, see [24]. 3D investigations of this type are rare [24- 26] but are
considered essential for the further advancement in understanding size/orientation nuclei relationships.

Fig 2. a) Sketch of distribution of second phase particles in a commercial direct chill-cast AA 3104 aluminium alloy cold rolled 80%. Large intermetallic particles are seen at the original grain boundaries. Particle-free zones are marked by A and zones with rod shaped and round dispersoids are marked by B and C, respectively. For clarity the dispersoids are drawn larger (∼x 4) than their real size [24]. b) Illustration of the inspected sample volume consisting of 17 sections, each approx. 2 µm apart. Each RD/ND section is 510 x 340 µm.

Effects of inhomogeneous distribution of stored energy

The JMAK model mentioned in the introduction is often found to fit experimental data for recrystallization kinetics well, but still fails, because exponents lower than the expected 3-4 are found. This has been discussed often [e.g. 27]. In a recent work [28] on recrystallization kinetics of copper deformed by dynamic plastic deformation, an exponent as low as 0.56 was found in spite of the recrystallized grains being almost spherical [28]. EBSD investigations of partly recrystallized samples reveal very inhomogeneous recrystallization, where large areas were fully recrystallized while recrystallization had not started in other large areas; see Fig 3a. This macroscale inhomogeneity was related to the heterogeneous distribution stored energies in the deformed sample. A similar idea was suggested by Doherty et al. [29]. In [28] a simple model is suggested, which operates with two recrystallization kinetics, a fast and a slow. If the kinetics difference between the two is big and there is about equal amounts of material following the two types, the overall kinetics for the whole sample is shown to have a large time interval during which the volume fraction of recrystallized material does not change much – i.e. a low JMAK exponent would be measured here, see Fig 3b. It is thus suggested that also macroscale inhomogeneities are considered and, if relevant, included when deriving advanced recrystallization kinetics models.
Fig 3. a) EBSP map of 4N pure copper with an initial grain size of 200 µm deformed by dynamic plastic deformation in 17 impacts to a strain of 2 followed by annealing for 1 h at 120°C to partial recrystallization. For clarity the recrystallized grains are highlighted in random colours and the still deformed areas are shown in black [28]. b) Theoretical kinetics curves assuming two distinct recrystallization kinetics processes – a fast and a slow one (differing by a factor of 500 in k; where V_v = 1- exp (-kt^3) for each region) and assuming equal volumes of the two regions. The red curve shows the overall kinetics, whereas the two straight lines show the kinetics in the two regions.

Concluding remarks

After plastic deformation, the microstructure is typically inhomogeneous with local variations in crystallographic orientation and stored energy (see also [30]). Besides this, also parameters like distribution of second phase particles and deformation mode can give rise to heterogeneities. It has been shown that both the local variations and the more macroscopic heterogeneities strongly affect boundary migration during recrystallization. It is thus suggested that local microstructural variations and other heterogeneities are considered when the goal is to understand the recrystallization mechanisms and that recrystallization can be used to give fingerprint of inhomogenieties in deformation microstructures and thus complement studies hereof.
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